POWER SHUT DOWN - Kumarjua feeder

Panaji : February 25, 2020
Phalguna 6, 1941

A power shut down has been arranged on February 26, 2020 on account of planned shutdown on Kumarjua feeder from 09.00 am to 01.00 p.m. The areas affected are Akhadha, Casadepo, Church, Cupa, Farrow, Manguiral, Mansher, Polwado, Tolto and Tonca.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on February 27, 2020 on account of planned shutdown on Diwar feeder from 09.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Chamerem, Church Madel School, Gaikwad Chamerem, Madel Fish Pond.
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